Aim. The objective of our work was to determine whether there is a difference in fMRI activation between patients with high tension glaucoma (HTG) and those with normal tension glaucoma (NTG). Method. The sample consisted of eight patients with different stages of high tension glaucoma (3 females aged 41-65 and 5 males aged 40-73 years) and eight patients, also with different stages of normal tension glaucoma (6 females aged 53-70 and 2 males aged 40-52 years). The control group consisted of eight healthy subjects (3 females aged 23-46 and 5 males aged 23-65 years). All underwent complete ophthalmological examination, including visual field, colour vision, and electrophysiological functions. The results were compared with fMRI images after stimulation with black/white (BW) and blue/yellow (BY) checkerboard and then statistically processed. Results. The authors analyzed the results of published studies on high tension versus normal tension glaucoma in the images obtained by fMRI. They concluded on the basis of electrophysiological examinations that in high tension glaucoma, damage of the whole visual pathway occurs, starting from retinal ganglion cells up to the visual cortex. In normal tension glaucoma the response of ganglion cells is relatively normal. The pathology is found mainly in the visual pathway. For this reason, the authors carried out fMRI examinations in high tension glaucoma patients and patients with normal tension glaucoma. They found that advancing stages of high tension glaucoma cause progression of fMRI activity decrease. These relations were not observed in normal tension glaucoma cases. Similarly, in high tension glaucoma on fMRI examination to yellow/blue stimuli, the fMRI activity decrease was found to be greater than that to black/white stimulation. No similar effect was observed in normal tension glaucoma. Conclusion. Normal tension glaucoma is, from the etiopathogenetical view, a different disease than high tension glaucoma.
INTRODUCTION
HTG is still being defined as a chronic progressive neuropathy with cupping and atrophy of the optic disc and consequent visual field changes. The formulation does not reflect current knowledge and should be corrected. The latest concept of glaucoma defines it as a condition where progressive loss of retinal ganglion cells and their axons is manifested by visual field changes, atrophy and cupping of the optic disc. However, even this definition, emphasizing the retinal ganglion cells damage occurring before the damage to retinal axons is not complete because it does not mention the concurrent ganglion cells damage of visual subcortex and cortex.
The NTG compared to HTG is known to be different in some aspects: Apart from the intraocular pressure, it is the nature of visual field changes that affect more the centre and have a more pronounced decrease in sensitivity [1] [2] [3] , the nerve fibres loss affects more the centre of the retina and has a focal nature 4 , larger and deeper cupping with a thinner lamina cribrosa 5, 6 , vasospasms 7 , night systemic hypotension conditions, reduced ocular pulse amplitude and ocular perfuse pressure fluctuations [8] [9] [10] , narrower retinal veins, lately even worse haemorrheological blood properties [11] [12] [13] and others. The pathophysiological mechanism of retinal damage in HTG is not yet known. Epidemiological studies have shown that elevated intraocular pressure is the most frequent parameter detected in human glaucoma 14 . Characteristic pathological retinal change in glaucoma is the ganglion cells loss. Whether the selective ganglion cells loss is a direct effect of intraocular pressure, pressure-induced ischemia or some other mechanism, remains at the level of controversial discussions. Any mechanism of glaucoma-induced retinal ganglion cell damage occurs secondarily after the damage of their axons that lead to the subcortex and cortex centres.
Much information in discussions about damage to retinal ganglion cells and their axons has been brought by the work of Naskar et al. 15 . The authors used a rat eye to study experimental HTG, in which they cauterized three of four episcleral veins of the eye surface and stained retrogradely retinal ganglion cells with fluorogold dye. After episcleral veins cauterization the intraocular pressure increased 1.6 times and remained elevated at values of 25.3+/-2 mmHg for a period of three months after the surgery. Number of retinal ganglion cells decreased in 2.5 months by 40%. The first changes in the optic disc meaning the origin of cupping appeared after two months. The authors presume that changes at the level of ganglion cells occur earlier than changes in their axons, and conclude that in this experimental model of glaucoma the apoptosis of retinal ganglion cells was due to the block of axoplasmatic transport.
Weber et al. 16 dealt with morphological changes in lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Increased intraocular pressure in monkeys influenced not only the size, density and number of neurons in LGN but the LGN volume as well. Increased intraocular pressure (higher than 40 mmHg) induced cellular changes earlier than medium intraocular pressure, but a comparable damage was registered even at medium pressure (28 -37 mmHg). High intraocular pressure had a greater influence on the magnocellular than the parvocellular neurons (59% vs. 31%). The degree of shrinking of LGN itself (after volume correction) indicated that the magnocellular ganglion cell loss is 4 times higher than the parvocellular one (38% vs. 10%).
Similarly, Yücel et al. 17 tried to find whether there is atrophy of LGN magnocellular and parvocellular neurons, the fibres which are leading to the visual cortex, and to compare the degree of neuronal atrophy of magnocellular layers with the parvocellular ones. Experiments were carried out in seven monkeys (cynomolgus) with unilateral experimentally induced glaucoma. Five monkeys of the same species were the control group. Both magnocelullar and parvocellular neurons -LGN-were examined, and following that, immunochemical examination of neurons in visual cortex was carried out. Average cross-sectional area in magnocellular and parvocellular layers were, compared with controls, significantly lower -by 28%, 37%, or 45%. The authors concluded that the LGN neurons that continue to the visual cortex, are subject to significant reduction in size in glaucoma, parvocelullar neurons being thus more affected than the magnocellular ones.
Crawford et al. 18 noted in monkeys with unilateral experimental glaucoma an alteration of afferent inputs to V1 primary centre related to changes in LGN. Experimental glaucoma in monkeys affects the metabolism in both parts of geniculocortical afferent pathways and the dendritic tree of magnocellular neurons is subject to changes sooner than the parvocelullar neurons 19, 20 . Crawford et al. 18, 21 proved later that experimental HTG reduces the reactivity of cytochrome oxidase both in magnocellular and parvocellular cells.
The above described experimental models can be similar to a patient´s condition with secondary glaucoma after branch retinal vein occlusion. PET (positron emission tomography) finding in that patient is shown in Fig. 1 . Simultaneously, a perimetric study shown in Fig. 2 was carried out at the same patient as well.
The finding of the perfusion deficit on the FDG-PET scans motivated us to further investigation of visual cortex in patients with glaucoma disease.
We tried to determine in this work, whether there is a correlation between visual field changes in HTG and NTG and changes in functional MRI in the visual cortex. 
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Both the groups were compared with a group of 8 healthy people (3 females aged 23 -46 and 5 males aged 23 -65).
Functional MRI
All measurements of functional MR imaging (fMRI) were performed on a Philips Achieva TX SERIES with magnetic field strength of 3 Tesla. A standard 8-channel SENSE head RF coil was used for scanning. Optical stimulation for fMRI was performed with a commercially available ESys (InVivo) stimulus system.
The measured volume consisted of 39 contiguous slices with thickness of 2 mm and the size of the measured voxel (spatial resolution) was 2 x 2 x 2 mm (FOV=208 x 208 mm, matrix 104 x 104, reconstruction matrix 128 x 128, SENSE factor of 1.8). Two fMRI measurements were performed for each examination with different types of optical stimulation: In the active phase of the first measurement, the subjects were exposed to alternations of black/white (BW) checkerboard pattern (see Fig. 3a ), while yellow/blue (YB) checkerboard pattern alternations were used in the second measurement (see Fig. 3b ). This alternation was done in the form of colour inversion with a frequency of 2 Hz. During the resting phase, the subjects were shown a static cross hair placed in the middle of the visual field. Each measurement consisted of a sequence with five 30-second periods of active phase (10 dynamic scans) and five resting periods of the same duration. Therefore, each measurement consisted of a total of 100 dynamic scans and lasted 5 min.
The fMRI evaluation was performed in SPM8 software. During the pre-processing, the data were corrected for motion (realignment) and time shift of the slices (slice timing) followed by smoothing using Gaussian filter with FWHM of 6 x 6 x 6mm and finally normalized into the MNI-152 space. A general linear model with canonical HRF (hemodynamic response function) applied to the stimulation periods was used for statistical evaluation of all subjects. Individual statistical maps were thresholded at the level of P=0.05 with FWE correction and the mini- 
METHODS

Groups of examined patients
In our study we worked with two groups of glaucoma patients and one control group of healthy persons. The first group consisted of 8 patients with different stages of HTG (3 females mum cluster size of 10 voxels. The statistical maps of BW>YB and YB>BW differences were thresholded at the level of P=0.001, without correction, and the minimum cluster size of 10 voxels.
Ophthalmological examination
To the complete ophthalmological examination the test of visual field in the quick threshold program on the device Medmont M700 Automated Perimeter was added. The sum of sensitivity in the homolateral halves of visual fields -HH VF (in the range from 0 -22 degrees) was then used to compare it with the extent of contralateral fMRI activity of visual cortex.
To investigate colour perception in our patients with normal tension glaucoma we used the Lanthony 15-Hue test and the Ishihara test.
Statistics
For data obtained in the form of the number of activated voxels fMRI and values of changes in the visual cortex (the sum of sensitivity in the homolateral halves of visual fields), statistical analysis by means of non-parametric Spearman rank correlation coefficient was used.
RESULTS
Functional MRI showed activations in the visual cortex in all subjects tested. An example of a typical activation in a healthy volunteer by the black/white and yellow/ blue stimulation is shown in Fig. 4 , while Fig. 5 demonstrates the decrease of activation in a patient with HTG. Conversely, no decrease in fMRI activation in a typical patient with NTG is shown in Fig. 6 , and the results of testing visual fields in Fig. 7 . Fig. 1 and 2. (a) shows the results with the black/white visual stimulation, whereas (b) with the yellow/blue stimulation. We can register a significant decrease in activity of visual cortex neurons. Above -orthogonal projection, below -multi-planar reconstruction.
The resulting activations during the optical stimulation for each subject are presented in Table 1 . The values shown in the table represent the number of activated voxels in the occipital gyrus during the stimulation by black/ white (BW) and yellow/blue (YB) checkerboard patterns.
In patients with HTG, statistics using the Spearman coefficient also showed moderate correlation between visual field changes and changes in the visual cortex after the BW stimulation. R=0.667 (P<0.05) or R=0.767 (P<0.016) (ref.
22
).
In patients with NTG, statistical analysis using the same coefficient showed a weak indirect correlation between visual field changes and changes in the visual cortex. R= -0.270 (P=0.558), or R=-0.071 (P=0.879) (ref. 23 ). Average number of activated voxels during BW stimulation was 6,563 in HTG, 7,626 in NTG, and 7,462 in the control group; the extent of activation did not differ statistically in any of the groups. When activated by YB checkerboard, the activation range decreased on average to 4,282 in HTG, to 5,649 in NTG, and to 6,353 in healthy controls. Though the difference between the control group and HTG is not significant (P=0.17), it suggests the possible difference in the activation pattern in HTG. Therefore, we focused on testing the difference between BW and YB stimulations.
It can be seen from the table that the difference in the magnitude of activation of the visual cortex during the BW and YB stimulation is markedly higher in the patients with high tension glaucoma than it is in the healthy controls. The mean value of the difference in the number of activated voxels using the BW vs. YB stimulation is 59% for glaucoma patients while for the healthy controls it is only 2%. Statistical maps of BW>YB and BW<YB differences for the patients and controls were thresholded at an uncorrected threshold of P=0.001 at individual level (for each subject: 4 th and 5 th column in Table 1 ) and the numbers of voxels were statistically compared between all groups using t-test. While the BW>YB difference between the control group and the patients differed by the statistically significant 1,606 voxels (P=0.039), no difference was found for BW<YB (P=0.18). On the contrary, an average difference between BW and YB in patients with normal tension glaucoma was only 6% (in control group 2%). However, numbers of voxels in differential maps did not differ significantly between both the groups -neither for BW>YB (318 voxels, P=0.098) or for YB>BW (23 voxels, P=0.799).
DISCUSSION
Studies dealing with functional magnetic resonance imaging in HTG are not many [24] [25] [26] . They all described changes in the area of visual cortex in human glaucoma. In our study we tried to demonstrate in patients with various visual field changes not only the damage to the central nervous system (CNS) in glaucoma, but also the degree of functional changes in the visual cortex in response to visual field changes.
An animal model of glaucoma suggests that retinal ganglion cells affect adversely the cells V1 by transsynaptic degeneration. Transsynaptic degeneration may play a role in the animal model of glaucoma as well 27, 28 . Only few reports describe this fact in humans. Death of retinal ganglion cells can quickly start a cascade of events along retinocortical pathways that have neurochemical 19 , metabolic 18, 21 , functional 29 and neuropathological consequences for corpus geniculatum laterale and V1. Neurons loss and final shrinking of them may occur as well 16, 17, 30, 31 . It is necessary to emphasize that measurement of changes in neuronal activity using fMRI does not provide a direct evidence of glaucoma-linked neurodegeneration in CGL or V1. Functional changes in neuronal activity of neuronal disorders can be independent of structural changes in neurons/axons in the CNS and vice versa. For example, current fMRI studies found that neuronal activity in the cortical representation of the fovea centralis, persists despite a clear retinal macular pathology with loss of foveal vision 32, 33 . Cell death in glaucoma is not an important limit of transsynaptic degeneration associated with a glaucoma eye.
Visual field changes in HTG arise as a result of loss of ganglion cells and their axons throughout the visual system. Qing et al. 26 found a negative correlation between visual field changes (they evaluated PSD) and fMRI activations. This negative correlation means that if the values of PSD increase with the visual field changes, then the scope of fMRI activation decreases. In our group, where we compared the sum of sensitivity in the homolateral halves of visual field, the value of sensitivity in the visual field decreased with the progression of the disease, similarly as the extent of fMRI activation; in other words, we noted a positive correlation. The correlation coefficient between right HH VF and fMRI activations on the left was 0.667 (P<0.05). The correlation coefficient between the left HH VF and fMRI activations on the right was 0.767 (P<0.016).
Based on our results, we presume that the decrease in fMRI activation is not due to a vascularisation impairment of the affected area, but is rather due to changes in neurovascular coupling at oxygen extraction by decreased number of surviving neurons. This so-called transsynaptic degeneration is espoused by Duncan et al. 24, 25 as well. In normal tension glaucoma there is no direct retinal ganglion cell damage 34 . The pathology is mainly in the visual pathway. Visual field changes, caused by normal tension glaucoma, probably arise due to the loss of retinal ganglion cells, and this decrease causes the cupping. In HTG, the decrease of ganglion cells in the retina occurs in the initial stages. Therefore, the nature of visual field changes in both diagnostic groups differs as well.
In our group, where the sum of sensitivity in the homolateral halves of visual field was compared with fMRI activation, we did not statistically demonstrate any significant relationship.
The resulting correlation coefficient between the right halves of visual fields and the scope of fMRI activation on the left was -0.27 (P=0.558). The correlation coefficient between the left halves of visual fields and fMRI activation of the right was equal to -0.071 (P=0.879).
Shields defines normal tension glaucoma as one of the most common forms of open-angle glaucoma 35 . We do not share this view; we feel that these are two separate etiopathogenetic diagnostic groups.
This finding led us to another assumption: First, if HTG causes damage of cells in the visual cortex, then similar or greater changes must occur during the yellow/ blue checkerboard stimulation as well, and vice versa. Second, if in the NTG no fMRI changes after the black/ white pattern occur, then no changes in fMRI activity should occur even after the stimulation with yellow/blue pattern.
It has been known since 1883 (ref. 36 ) that in HTG, in addition to visual field changes, disorder of colour perception can be found. It is confirmed by more recent studies that specify the disorder of colour perception in HTG, mainly in the yellow/blue part of the spectrum [37] [38] [39] [40] . With progressing stage of glaucoma the disorder of colour perception progressed as well [40] [41] [42] [43] . In experimentally induced HTG, pathology of both parvo-and magnocellular and coniocellular pathways is known 30 . It cannot be said that some of the cells constituting these pathways are spared by the glaucoma disease. It is the ganglion cells that are the last ones in the retina encoding colour signals.
It is not necessary to discuss here the physiology of colour processing of the input from photoreceptors to the visual cortex. An important fact is the existence of the pathology in HTG.
Therefore, the disorder of colour perception can be explained by the impairment or loss of ganglion cells, which are involved in the processing of colour stimuli. How do the L, M and S retinal cones influence the development of colour vision disorder in HTG remains unclear. Nork´s study 44 demonstrated that in HTG, disorder on the level of cones can exist as well, and he proved the oedemas of the L/M cones in experimental animals similar to those seen in human glaucoma retinas. However, he has not noticed any loss of cones. Greenstein et al. 45 have shown in experimental high tension glaucoma in monkeys that changes in early glaucoma damage especially the S pathways. L and M pathways are affected in the process of more advanced stages of the disease.
We have used yellow/blue matrix to stimulate the channels processing the colour stimuli, and compared the resulting BOLD activations with the black/white structured stimulation. The yellow/blue colours have been chosen deliberately. All the three opponent colours were included (red-green, by mixing of which yellow and yellowblue colours arise). From our results we can see that the visual cortex is damaged by glaucoma progress more than it seems at the stimulation by black/white patterns.
There are only few studies about the test of colour vision perception. Lachenmayer and Drance 46 have tested visual functions in HTG and NTG, and have found that HTG (intraocular pressure> or = 30mmHg) shows highly statistically significant correlations between the low-and high-frequency ends of the foveal temporal contrast sensitivity function and foveal and parafoveal blue-on-yellowsensitivity and the global field indices, whereas in the normal tension glaucoma subgroup no significant correlations were found. The results of the presented study support the idea that there are two different mechanisms of glaucomatous damage, one of which is pressure-dependent and one which may be pressure-independent. The pressure-dependent mechanism is responsible for deficits of central or paracentral function which are correlated to overall visual field damage.
Budde et al. 41 tested colour perception using the Farnsworth Munsell 100-hue test and found no difference between HTG and NTG (ref. 40 ). Polish authors 41 discovered colour perception disorder in 57% of eyes with glaucoma (both HTG and NTG ones). At the same time they found a positive correlation between impaired colour vision and visual field changes. Yamagata et al. 47 found that in normal tension glaucoma, the incidence of yellow/blue abnormalities in visual field test was only in 11%, compared to 52% in high tension open-angle glaucoma, the mean deviation being the same for both of them. From this brief overview it follows that colour perception test findings in normal tension glaucoma are not quite clear.
To investigate colour perception in our patients, we used the Lanthony 15-Hue test. We have not found colour perception disorder in any of them. During the test with the Ishihara test we found the fault in resolution of number 74 in two patients. We know that these tests do not give such results as the anomaloscope examinations, but this was not our primary goal. We wanted to demonstrate that the visual cortex in normal tension glaucoma behaves differently than in high tension ones. To eliminate some error in possible colour perception disorder, we chose for investigation a group of patients with various visual field changes (pattern defect 01. 12 -12.65) .
No information of using coloured stimuli for fMRI examinations is available in literature so far. We used yellow/blue matrix to stimulate the channels processing the colour stimuli, and compared the results of BOLD activations with the black/white structured stimulation.
We demonstrate with our results that the visual cortex is behaving in normal tension glaucoma similarly as after stimulation by black/white patterns. Both pieces of information show the difference of damage in normal tension glaucoma from high tension glaucoma.
In patients with NTG no corresponding functional changes in the cerebral cortex occur in contrast to HTG, where, with the glaucoma progressing changes, decrease in the activation of the visual cortex occurred. We assume that normal tension glaucoma behaves pathogenetically in a different way than the high tension glaucoma.
CONCLUSION
Despite new technology problems of HTG remain unsolved. Even greater lack of knowledge is at the NTG. In our survey, we have tried to uncover the so far relatively unknown condition in the visual cortex of human glaucoma. In HTG we have proved damage to the entire visual pathway from retinal ganglion cells up to the visual cortex. In NTG the retinal cell structures and those of visual cortex are relatively intact.
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